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Change In IRA Rollover Rules 

Tax Court Ruling Addresses IRA Rollover Rules

A development has occurred that will affect how you move your IRA assets between IRAs.  An
IRA-to-IRA rollover occurs when you take a distribution from an IRA and subsequently roll part or all
of the assets back to the same IRA or another eligible IRA.  Although a distribution and subsequent
rollover allow you to "use" or "control" the assets for a period of time, this transaction comes with
rules.  You must complete a rollover within 60 days after the date you receive the distribution, and you
are limited to one rollover per 1-year (12-month) period.

Example:  Susan took an IRA distribution on April 10, 2015, that she subsequently rolled over to an
IRA within the 60-day time frame.  Susan is able to take distributions from her IRA at any time. 
However, she is not eligible to take a distribution that is eligible for rollover until April 10, 2016.

The IRS intends to follow the Tax Court's interpretation of the statutory IRC (Internal Revenue Code)
one-rollover-per-year limitation on IRA rollovers as an aggregate limit and not on an IRA-by-IRA
basis.  Previously the limit applied only to rollovers involving the same IRAs.  The limit does not affect
trustee-to-trustee transfers, conversions of traditional IRAs to Roth IRAs, or rollovers between IRAs
and qualified plans.  A transfer is a direct movement of assets between IRAs of the same type. 
Because a transfer is not a distribution and you do not take control of the assets, there are no
restrictions so you can transfer as many times as you like in a 12-month period.  

Note:  The IRS has clarified that IRA owners will get a "fresh start" in applying the new rule in 2015. 
In other words, the rollover of IRA funds withdrawn during 2014 has no impact on the same
individual's eligibility to withdraw and rollover IRA funds in 2015.   

Plan wisely and only use the rollover option when the situation dictates you need use of your IRA
assets.  This information is intended to provide general information on federal tax laws governing the
one rollover per 1-year (12-month) limitation.  For specific information, you are encouraged to consult
your tax or legal professional.  Helpful information is also available on the IRS website at www.irs.gov.

You may also contact the credit union at 209-572-3600 or come by any branch location for
informational brochures.  
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Turbo Tax

 

Taxes Done Right

With TurboTax® and Mocse Credit Union, it’s easy to do your own taxes. TurboTax coaches you
every step of the way to the biggest refund you deserve.

All you need to know is yourself. TurboTax translates taxes into simple questions about
your life and puts everything on the right forms for you.
Double checks as you go. TurboTax runs error checks and a final review of your return to help
make sure your taxes are done right.
Free, free and free.  Mocse Credit Union members with simple federal tax returns can prepare,
print and e-file for FREE with TurboTax Federal Free Edition. 

Start TurboTax for FREE today!

 

© 2014-2015 Intuit Inc. All rights reserved. State filing charges apply. Limited time offer for TurboTax
2014. Terms, conditions, features, availability, pricing, fees, service and support options subject to
change without notice.  Intuit, TurboTax and TurboTax Online, among others, are registered
trademarks and/or service marks of Intuit Inc. in the United States and other countries. Other parties'
trademarks or service marks are the property of their respective owners.
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Equity Loan Promotion
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Holiday Closure

Mocse Credit Union will be closed on Monday, January 19, 2015 in observance of the Martin Luther
King Jr. holiday. 
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Creating a Home Inventory for Insurance Purposes
Tips on how to best list what you own in case of a claim

A home inventory is the best way to make the insurance claims process more efficient in the case of
theft, damage or loss. Creating a file thoroughly documenting what you own will make a settlement
from your homeowners or renters insurance company come faster and much less stressfully.
Furthermore, do you know if you even have enough coverage for everything within your dwelling? This
list can help you avoid even further loss later. Here are a few steps and advice on how to make an
accurate home inventory.
 
1. Choose a method - A home inventory can be as simple as a written list, or go as far as a
videotaped record. Most insurance companies recommend complementing a written list with a visual
method of either pictures or video, in order to show proof of ownership.
 
Here are some additional photo tips, as written by the Oklahoma Insurance Department: 

Use a color or video camera if possible.
Take both wide angles and close up shots.
Have a family member in all pictures to help verify ownership.
Make sure videotapes, slides and pictures are dated.
Open closet doors to demonstrate quantity of clothing.
Keep all drawers open to show content.
When taking pictures of a shiny or reflective surface, hold camera at a 45-degree angle. 

2. Be thorough - You will
most likely want to take a
room-by-room approach to
listing, taking special care to
remember items in your
attic, basement, garage and
detached structures like
sheds. Be very
comprehensive when it
comes to big-ticket items
such as antiques, jewelry
and electronics. Each item
should include a product
description including the
make, model and serial
number (if applicable), value
and purchase date. Also,
remember to constantly
update your list as items
need to be added or
removed.
 
3. Save documentation -
To further show proof of
ownership and expedite the







claims process, you will
want to retain items such as receipts, credit card statements and appraisals, making copies of these
items to keep together with your inventory list. You can also scan these items for digital storage for an
extra layer of protection.
 
4. Keep the list secure - You will want to keep your actual home inventory protected as well. No
matter what recording method you use, keep a copy away from home, as you don’t want your home
inventory to become a victim of your property loss, too. Whether you take a copy to a relative or
friend’s house for keeping in a safe — in addition to keeping one handy in your own fireproof box,
place a copy in a safety deposit box at your financial institution, or leave a copy on record with your
insurance agent. You will be glad you were extra vigilant in the event of a claim.
 
There are also online resources to help you be safe and thorough.
 
“The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) offers free resources to help
homeowners and renters create their inventory” the Nevada Division of Insurance website informed,
also telling that there are free NAIC apps for Apple and Android devices. “The apps guide you through
capturing images, descriptions, bar codes and serial numbers, and storing them electronically for
safekeeping. The app also creates a back-up file for email sharing.”
 
Regardless of how you go about making your essential home inventory, remember that if you have
any questions, you can always speak with your insurance provider for more details.
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Remove These Eight Things from Your Wallet
Immediately
Just because your purse or wallet is lost or stolen doesn’t mean
your identity has to be

Unfortunately, we live in a world where identity theft is rampant. It is all too easy for thieves and
hackers to take a small amount of vital information, and, after some phishing, turn it into a lot of hurt
for the victim. However, there are ways for you to make it harder on those identity thieves who earn
their living by swiping unsuspecting consumers’ wallets or handbags. By simply ensuring that you
remove eight critical items from your wallet, you will be able to breathe just a little bit easier if it is lost
or stolen.

Social Security card
- That little nine-digit
number is all a
criminal needs to
open up a world of
hurt on your credit
score. Therefore,
remove that
identification card as
soon as possible, and
then look for anything
else in your wallet
that has your SSN on
it. This may include
insurance or
Medicare cards and
driver’s licenses
issued before
December of 2005. In
lieu of a retiree
carrying around his
or her Medicare card,
photocopy both sides
and black out the
SSN. You can then
supplement your
Social Security card in the event it is needed, like for pre-scheduled appointments, for
example. 

For those with older photo IDs, you can request a new card prior to the expiration date
for just a small fee. It might be inconvenient, but consider the alternative.

Passport - Carrying any government-issued photo ID is a risk for identity theft. With a
passport, thieves could travel in your name, open bank accounts or even obtain a new copy of
your Social Security card. Simply travel with your driver’s license or personal ID when traveling







domestically. When visiting overseas, Emily Inverso of Kiplinger Personal Finance suggests
photocopying your passport and leaving the original in a hotel safe or lockbox.

Checkbook - Inverso says, “Blank checks are an obvious risk — an easy way for thieves to
quickly withdraw money from your checking account.” However, did you know that even lost
checks that have already been filled out are a hazard? Anything with your routing and account
numbers are ammunition for criminals. Furthermore, only carry paper checks with you when
you know you will need them, and only bring the exact amount you anticipate needing at that
time.

Receipts - Similarly, resourceful identity thieves can easily scrounge up credit, debit and
account information from the few numbers still allowed to be printed on retail receipts by law.
All it takes is the last four or five digits and some merchant information to phish for the
remaining data, and most delinquents will not shy away from putting in the extra effort. To
avoid this happening to you, do keep all your receipts in one spot, in case of lost or stolen
packages, but clear out the stash each time you return home, and then shred the ones you do
not need to keep.

PIN/password cheat sheets - Personal identification numbers are just as helpful to thieves or
hackers who want to steal your identity. With just that information, these criminals can easily
dig up complete account information.

Additionally, the average American uses at least seven different passwords, according
to Inverso, which should each ideally be a unique combination of letters, numbers and
symbols. With that in mind, it’s only human that we need a reference sheet for this
information, right?

That may be true, but just be sure not to bring your password and PIN list with you in
your wallet. Keep the cheat sheets in a lockbox at home, or invest in an encrypted
mobile app such as SplashID or Password Safe Pro.

Multiple debit or credit cards - The logic behind this recommendation is quite simple. The
fewer cards in your wallet, the fewer you will have to call and cancel if and when it gets lost or
stolen. Inverso recommends carrying a single card regularly in case of emergency and maybe
one more when you plan to do heavy spending — filling up on gas, buying groceries or
checking items off your holiday gift list.

Also, maintain a list with the phone numbers to call for cancelation in the event of theft
or loss and keep it in a safe place. The numbers are conveniently listed for you on the
back of the credit/debit cards, but that doesn’t help you when your card is gone.

Birth certificate - This document in and of itself will not tell a thief too much, but when used in
conjunction with other types of (potentially stolen) identification, they often have the same
capabilities of a Social Security card or passport.

Spare keys - With access to your home address, which can likely be found on multiple items
inside your bag, and a key, criminals can steal a lot more than just your identity. Don’t put your
property and family at risk, and don’t spend hundreds of dollars to change your locks. Instead,
keep spare house keys with a trusted friend or neighbor. 

The same goes with spare car keys. First, an extra car key will do you no good if you are one of the
many people who tend to forget their wallets inside their locked cars. Second, most key fobs these
days have the alarm function built in so anyone who stumbles upon a random car key can identify the
car to which it belongs, enter and drive away. Be wary of valet parking as well, as the information and
property one can find in your car is a whole new story. 

 

After reading this, and then promptly removing any of the above eight items from your wallet or purse,
take a moment to photocopy both sides of everything left inside and put the copies in a safe place. As
Inverso avowed, “The last thing you want to be wondering as you're reporting a stolen wallet is, ‘What
exactly did I have in there?’”
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Consumers Snag Auto Loans at Record Rates
Americans spending more than ever

If you’re in the market for a new car, it’s likely that you’ll use an auto loan to finance the purchase.
According to recent data, more and more people are utilizing loans to buy vehicles — especially when
dealing with used cars.

 

A recent study by Experian, an information provider that tracks new and used vehicle loans, found that
85 percent of new car purchases and 53.8 percent of used car purchases were financed in the second
quarter, up 0.5 percentage points and 0.9 percentage points respectively from the same time in 2013.

 

"More and more consumers,
especially those that are
credit challenged, are
turning to the used vehicle
market as a viable option to
purchase their next car,"
said Melinda Zabritski,
senior director of automotive
finance for Experian.

 

The same study also
showed that credit unions
were the largest lenders to
consumers buying used
cars, responsible for
financing 35.6 percent of all
used car loan purchases,
down 0.8 percent from the
second quarter of last year. 

 

The amount of people using
new and used auto loans
isn’t the only thing that has
increased — the loan amounts and monthly payments have also risen. The average used vehicle loan
increased 1.9 percent (to $18,258) and the average monthly payment rose 1.1 percent (to $355).
These numbers are both the highest they’ve ever been. 

 

Because of the auto prices and loans at such a high rate, more and more consumers are leasing and
extending loans in order to keep their monthly payments down. Last quarter, 29.1 percent of all new
vehicle loans involved leases with the average monthly payment being $397.







 

Additionally, long-term auto loans are at a high, with almost a quarter of all new vehicle loans at six
and a half to seven years in length. That’s a 23.7 percent increase from the previous quarter.

 

“Paying off auto loans over a longer period has become more popular because it lowers the amount
of the monthly payment,” according to CNBC. “However, the benefit of lower payments means it takes
longer for borrowers to reach positive equity in their vehicles.” 

 

The other downside to a longer loan term is that interest rates tend to be slightly higher. According to
Zabritski, even though people who take six years instead of five to pay off their cars save an average
of $75 a month, they may actually wind up paying hundreds extra in interest.

 

With the rise in auto loans, there’s also been a rise in auto loan delinquencies, but it’s still not a high
number; 0.62 percent of all loans were delinquent for 60 days in the third quarter, according to
Experian. 

 

“Understand truly how much car you can afford,” Zabritski says. “Realize the additional costs involved
in car ownership and do your research.”

 

Whenever you’re ready for an auto loan, contact us today and let us help you with the process.
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Vehicles That Help Hold Their Value
These vehicles provide major bang for your buck

If you’re like most people, buying a new vehicle is among the biggest purchases you’ll ever make. But
unlike a house or other investments, your vehicle almost immediately depreciates.

 

Last year, the average new car was predicted to retain about 38.2 percent of its original value after
five years, meaning that a $50,000 model will only be worth nearly $19,100 at trade-in time. Pick a
comparable model that’s estimated to hold five percent more of its value than average and you’ll
realize an extra $2,650.

 

Hyundai Accent

Forbes reported that the valuation experts at ALG ranked the Accent as the subcompact with the
highest residual value. Already ranked by US News ahead of competition including the Dodge Dart,
Volkswagen Jetta, MINI Cooper, Toyota Corolla, MAZDA2, Nissan Sentra and Mitsubishi Mirage, the
Accent feels like a car far bigger than its dimensions suggest. In fact, the EPA classified it as a
compact as opposed to subcompact thanks to its abundance of interior volume.

 

Starting at an MSRP of $14,745, the Accent is available in both four- and five-door body styles and
fuel estimates rated up to 38 mpg highway.

 

"There are plenty of capable small cars vying for your monthly payment, so we recommend
test-driving the competition before deciding. But if you're looking for a subcompact that acts like
something more, make sure the 2014 Hyundai Accent is on your radar," according to AutoTrader. 

 

Toyota Tundra

Although sales of the Tundra
tend to come up short from
the competition, including
the run of the mill models
from Ford, Ram and
Chevrolet, the Tundra
actually bests them when it
comes to resale value. A
63.7 percent residual value
at 36 months and 52.3
percent at 60 months is best
in the segment.

 







With a standard V8 engine,
the Tundra starts at an
MSRP of $29,020, and
offers a model for nearly
every buyer, from the
off-road enthusiast who
would benefit most from the
Tundra TRD Pro with
Bilstein shock absorbers,
tow hooks and TRD
graphics, to the super luxurious 1794 Edition with perforated leather seating and ventilated front seats.
The Tundra proves that sometimes the road less traveled is the smartest road to take. For those
looking for a smaller pickup, the Toyota Tacoma won in its segments, too.

 

Acura RDX

Those who want a more luxurious ride, but don’t want to throw away their money in the process,
would find it beneficial to check out the RDX crossover that won best Premium Compact Utility vehicle
from ALG. Its $35,095 asking price provides plenty of value with standard leather seating surfaces,
10-way power driver’s seat, a 273-hp 3.5-liter V6 that still gets up to 28 mpg highway, and a driving
experience that’s more commonly associated with a sedan. All-wheel drive is also available to
maximize performance in all driving conditions and an available Technology Package further adds the
Acura Navigation System, Acura/ALS surround sound system, GPS linked climate control and
High-Intensity Discharge headlights.

 

"The 2015 Acura RDX is a rare example of a smaller SUV that does almost everything right,”
according to Kelley Blue Book. “It adeptly plays in the premium segment, yet boasts a modest
character, a strong-yet-efficient V6, and a long list of standard equipment." 

 

There are plenty of other great models out there so do your research, and whatever you decide on,
stop by today to see the best type of financing we can help provide.
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Go Green in 2015
Basic tips for eco-friendly beginners

If one of your New Year’s Resolutions was to take better care of the environment, there are many
places from where you can start. How you eat, how you travel, how you shop and how you live in
general can all impact the great planet on which we live. While that may all seem a bit overwhelming,
the best tip for going green is to start small. Here are a few basic tips to become more eco-conscious.

 

Practice the three “R’s”

 

Recycle, reduce and reuse. Pro-green website WebEcoist.com has stated, “This classic mantra is still
the most important one.”

 

WebEcoist suggests
knowing what materials can
be taken to the local
recycling center, and buying
products with containers
made of only those
resources. Moreover, reduce
the amount of resources that
you use in all areas of living.
Whether it’s how long you
shower or how many
two-liters of soda your family
consumes per week,
‘reducing’ in these areas will
not only help you reduce
harm to the environment,
but it will reduce costs for
you (on the water and
grocery bills).

 

Finally, reuse items
throughout your household.
“Upcycling” is a recent term
meaning to make something
new by reusing it for a different purpose. Furthermore, do you use disposable cups and plates very
often? Maybe you should begin using (and reusing) the permanent versions to save resources and
money. The bottom line is to observe your habits and begin making changes based on the three R’s.

 

Utilize public transportation







 

Petroleum is a non-renewable resource. That being said, every time you get in your car to go to work
in the morning, you are contributing to the depletion of that energy reserve. Add in the exponential
increase in carbon and greenhouse gas emissions produced by the use and manufacturing of cars,
and you have the environment’s worst nightmare. And let’s not even get started on the price of fuel.
Yes, mass transit may cost money and not be the most comfortable of situations, but there are other
options to go green with transportation such as carpooling with friends, neighbors and co-workers and
telecommuting. More advanced environmentalists may opt to look into an electric vehicle or at least a
hybrid or something more fuel efficient.

 

Be a savvy shopper

 

As mentioned above, read labels when shopping. Buy products that have been made from recycled
materials. “Eco products” have been a consumer craze for a while now, so many brands have opted to
market their goods as such; therefore, it shouldn’t be too hard to find everything from greener
technology, which will be a higher quality so as to last longer, to local, fair trade produce, for which the
manufacturing resources used are decreased.

 

Eat smart

 

A common misconception is that eating all organic products is the best way to be a green consumer
of foods. However, that is not entirely true. In fact, WebEcoist noted that “Green food should be
healthy, cheap, delicious and accessible — and it can be.”

 

To start, cut back on overly processed fares like fast food and unnecessarily packaged goods. Also,
shop at the famers’ market as often as possible to ensure safer, healthier, cheaper and localized meat
and produce.

 

Lose the excess at home

 

There are so many ways to go green within your house. First, and most importantly, it is better for
everyone to watch your utility use. Turn down your heat or air conditioning if you are going away for
more than a day or two, remember to shut off lights when exiting a room, and use a compost bucket to
minimalize trash going to a landfill, among other benefits.  Those are just three of the many ideas not
already discussed above to minimalize your carbon footprint at home.

 

The above tips and hints are just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to going green. Once these new
suggestions soon become second nature, look even deeper into your lifestyle and habits to see where
else you can help the environment. But remember, even the smallest gesture can make a huge
difference to our planet.
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Your Next Adventure Awaits in Aspen
Enjoy all that Aspen has to offer

Taking a trip to Aspen? From recreational activities, to fine dining and artistic culture, there’s certainly
no shortage of fun and interesting things to do in this infamous Colorado resort area. Located in Pitkin
County, Aspen sits along the Roaring Fork River, in a remote area of the Rocky Mountains' Sawatch
Range and Elk Mountains — and is the perfect getaway, no matter if you’re with friends, family or a
significant other. 

 

Here are just some of the top sites to visit during your time there:

 

Maroon Bells 
If you’re into a good scenic hike, then don’t miss your chance to set trail to one of the most beautiful
areas in Colorado. Maroon Bells’ 14,000+-foot twin peaks (Maroon Peak and North Maroon Peak)
both boast breathtaking views and are deemed the most photographed mountains in all of North
America (so don’t  forget
your camera). And with the
many trails and campsites,
you’ll have the opportunity to
view the peaks from multiple
different sights. For
transportation and other
information on Maroon Bells,
visit

http://www.aspenchamber.org/explore-aspen/trip-highlights/maroon-bells/. 

Aspen Snowmass Resort
Aspen/Snowmass is one of the most popular winter resort complexes, which contains four skiing and
snowboarding areas among four adjoining mountains: Snowmass, Aspen Mountain, Aspen Highlands
and Buttermilk. Let’s face it: Most people come to Aspen for the winter activities. And winter sports











and Buttermilk. Let’s face it: Most people come to Aspen for the winter activities. And winter sports
there are, especially at Snowmass, Aspen's largest and most popular ski area. At 4,406 vertical feet
and with 3,332 acres of skiing terrain, this site boasts 94 trails and 21 chairlifts. After working up an
appetite from all the activities, take a trip to Snowmass’ charming village where a wide variety
restaurants and shops abound. Learn more about Aspen Snowmass at
www.aspensnowmass.com/snowmass. 

Wheeler Opera House 
While Aspen is known greatly for skiing and snowboarding, there are other sources of fun as well.
When you’re done with the snowy activities, why not divvy up some entertainment on your trip? The
premiere venue for concerts, movies, festivals, lectures, community events, opera and more, the
Wheeler Opera House has showcased numerous performers such as The Eagles, Jerry Seinfeld,
Oprah Winfrey and Sheryl Crow. The House has been entertaining Aspen since 1889 and shows no
signs of stopping any time soon. Learn more, find upcoming shows and purchase tickets at
www.wheeleroperahouse.com. 

Rich & Famous Tour
How much do you appreciate the architecture of expensive homes? Enjoy a 2 ½ hour tour and
discover up to 75 of the most luxurious homes and mansions in the world. These aren’t your average
upscale homes either — they’re the homes of various movie television, sports and music stars; super
models; Fortune 500 CEOs; and members of royalty. On the tour, you’ll also get to hear stories about
these celebrities and how they reside in the luxury they do. For rates and more information, visit
http://www.fivestaradventuresinc.com/aspensrichandfam.html. 

Independence Pass
Located midway between Aspen and Twin Lakes, this scenic drive features some of the most
picturesque roads along the edge of the mountains that Aspen has to offer. You’ll be left breathless
after taking in all of the amazing views. This high mountain pass is at an elevation of 12,095 ft. on
the Continental Divide in the Sawatch Range, so it’s important to dress accordingly when visiting. You
can also take in the views at Independence Pass’ hiking spots. For more information, visit
www.coloradodot.info/projects/SH82/independence-pass/independence-pass-travel-information.html.

For more travel information, please visit the official tourism site of Aspen at www.aspenchamber.org.
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